
chapter 6

Theories of Musical Thinking
and Doing

University student A: We keep getting lectures about psych-this and psych‑
that, and what's “developmentally appropriate," and when kids can keep
time, and how the brain and body work with music. It’s such a huge gap
between theory and what teachers really do.

University student B: Unlesswhat happens in the classroom is somehow con‑
nected to these theories?

University student A: Such as . . . ?
University student B: Well, maybe teachers are making their long-range plans
because of what they know about the typical behaviors of kids at certain
ages.

University student A: Like choosing repertoire based on age?
University student B: Well, sure, and planning lessons because of what they
know that kids can do in second grade versus seventh grade, and so on.

University student A: OK, granted. But how does this help the day-to-day
stuff?

University student B: Maybe teachers make snap decisions based upon what
they know about these psych-based learning styles and sequences.

University student A: Maybe so. We’re in the thick of it, that's for sure. I hardly
think I’ll remember any of this stuff past the test.

University student B: Oh, you will. And do you know why?
University student A: Because deep in mysubconscious memory, I’ll need to
dig out Piaget and brain theory to survive-and-thrive?

University student B: Could be. There is a theory, you know, that says that
we retain what is relevant . . . to our survival.

University student A: Who said that?
University student B: Check out the psych readings for Friday’s class.
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Music as Human Behavior
In recent decades, music teaching and learning has been greatly advanced
through the efforts of psychologists. There are educational psychologists, child
psychologists, social psychologists, and even music psychologists, all of whose
specializedstudy of humanbehavior contribute to music education’s many real‑
ities and activities. Other contributors are specialists in sociology, anthropol‑
ogy, and ethnomusicology. The research of psychologists has helped to clarify
human musicality, psychoacoustical processes, and physiological and affective
responses to music‐whoweare musically,howweprocess andgive meaning to
music,What we feel within the musical experience, and why we like the music
we do. Specializations in educational psychology and the psychology of music
have led to the development of research‐based theories of music learning and
instruction. There is aburgeoning literature in cognitive psychology on ma t t e r s
of aural perception, learning, memory, concept formation, and problem solv~
ing, all of it useful in understanding the human processing system. Theories
frame the research of psychologists, and the results of their research direct the
development of frameworks for effective avenues in music education. Well
armed with an understanding of how music is processed, at what ages and in
what contexts it is differently processed, and which factors may bemore bene‑
ficial to learning than others, teachers take the vital third step: to apply this
knowledge to their classrooms for the benefit of their students.
What makes children “tick musically”? What can be expected of adolescent

musical expression that is n o t possible among younger children, and how are
their skills temperedby their mOtivation?What do youngpeoplehear,andwhen
do they understandWhat they hear?Are there points in their development when
certain musical behaviors typically come into focus? Do they perceive, perform,
compose differently over time and asa result of “styles” that are innate or con‑
ditioned? When is a teacher’s role tied to the direct transmission of knowledge
and skills, andwhen is it more a task of facilitating and guiding the growth of
musical expression? How does instructional theory help the design and deliv‑
ery of successful classroomandensemble experiences for children in elementary
and secondary schools? These are important questions for music teachers.

Who They Musically Are
Children and adolescents have qualities that make them musical. They listen at
a deeper intellectual level than do other mammals; they also enjoy music for its
visceral effects, its social‐emotional facets, and its ability to enhance ritual and
bridge to the spiritual. No t all young people will achieve high levels of technical
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proficiency assingers or players,but they all have the capacity to perceive,under‑
stand, and respond to music, and to participate in its creation asperformers,
composers,and improvisers.Anthropologists andethnomusicologistswho study
music in and asculture have documented the presence of music in every known
culture, and there are numerous descriptions of music in the celebrations, cere‑
monies, anddaily lives of young people. They take music in, even if they are n o t
directly involved in singing, playing,anddancing it becausemusic is almost uni‑
versally present. Those in deaf culture or with severe retardation are drawn to
and respond to music, too, andmay beactive participants in the music making,
for it is the human thing to do.
There are different types and levels of musical involvement, and both n a t u r e

and n u r t u r e are responsible for shaping the ex ten t of our musical experience
and expertise. Some people are more adept assingers, due to the strength and
width of their vocal cords, the capacity of their lungs, and the shape of their
oral cavity to produce a resonan t sound. Top-ranking wind and brass players
tend n o t to have ext reme overbites that might be detrimental to their
embouchures. “Born” pianists and string players may have been gifted with
greater dexterity than others, and drum-set players may have more coordina‑
t ion of their hands, arms, and feet than m o s t people. Still, musical proficiency
is largely learned. A few physical qualities may limit the development of partic‑
ular types of high-level musical competence, but m o s t people become skilled
because of their deeply personal interest in music, the support and encourage‑
m e n t they receive, and the a t tunemen t o f their learningstyles with the teacher’s
style of transmission so that “the connect” can bemade between them.
Young people are musical because they are biologically disposed to hear

sounds asorganized, and because they are attracted to music’s sensory proper‑
ties. There is the belief that music is cultural rather than natural, and that the
perception and creation of musical forms and meanings are mediatedbywhere
children live and with whom they interact. Music is widely seen as the expres‑
sion of socially conditioned factors that c a nno t begeneralizable across cultures,
which thus argues against a biological basis for musicality. Through this cul‑
tural lens, children are viewed asgrowing into their musical values, skills, and
understandings through enculturation, in which shared experiences are pro‑
vided by the culture of their elders, including their parents, grandparents, sib‑
lings, andvarious members of their community. They are socialized into music
and are active agents in this socialization, makingdecisions about which music
they prefer andwhich they will choose to make themselves. Sowhere does this
leave the premise of music asabiological entity?
An important factor in humanmusical expression that crosses cultures is its

regular temporal organization‐the pulse, or beat. Listeners tap to the beat,

WHAT THEY HEAR

subconsciously andWithout thought,Whether they know the music or nor Th
universalityof this reactionargues for music asanaturalandbiologicallydriv e.
trait.Another aspect of music that crosses cultures is the octave,possibly becauerl
this is the first and easiest t o ne to hear in the overtone series. PitchesWithin :51:
octave are divided differently in various cultures, with muchAsian music usin
intervals considerably smaller than the half tones of Western mean temper:
ment; but the octave seems to becons tan t across cultures. The presence of both
pulse and octave in almost all cultures seems to suggest that these are basic to
human perception.
The music that young peoplemakeand their potential for developingmusi‑

cianship is a result of both genetic heritage and environmental factors that
include education and training. As members of humankind they have the
capacity for musicality far beyond the basic biological sense of discernible
beats and octaves.

What They Hear-and How
Sound vibrations happenwith or without the presence of people to hear them,
but when humans are there to receive the auditory sensations, perceptual pro‑
cessing occurs. The ra te of vibration isaseries of cycles calledafrequencywhich,
when perceived by humans, is called pitch. Amplitude is another property of
vibration that relates to its strength, so that more powerful vibrations are per‑
ceived asstronger, louder, andwith greater amplitude. The human perception
of timbre isaresultof hearingthemultidimensionalpropertyof particularwave‑
forms, and the ex ten t of time a tone lasts is the basis for human-perceived
rhythm‐the durational relationships of sounds and silences. These acoustical
properties of sound vibrations are “humanized,” converted by human percep‑
tion into the four mainpsychological cons t ruc ts of pitch, loudness, timbre, and
duration. From vibration comes sound, which is organized by performers and
listeners alike asmusic in all its structural and sensory glory.
Infants. react to sound, startled by loud sounds and soothed by soft ones.

They recognize timbres as familiar or no t , and they are able to discriminate
amongpitches anddurations in their first monthsof life. In fact, fetuses develop
auditory capacity by the sixth month after conception. Aswehear, the ou t e r ear
captures the air pressure waves of sound, which then make their way down the
ear canal to the extremely sensitive membrane of the eardrum. A highly com‑
plex operation happens asaseries of muscle actions move the vibrations along
to the cochlea and the organ of Corti of the inner ear, Where minute hairs rap‑
idly change their length to enhance signals that are sen t along the auditory nerve

‘ A N D HOW
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to the brain (see Figure 6.1). The auditory sense develops after the tactile sense,
while the visual sense is still making improvements and becoming more fine‑
tuned for days and even weeks after birth.The hearing mechanism is an amaz‑
ing feat of engineering, and it is through its mos t sophisticated process that
sound vibrations are transmitted and perceived by the youngest little humans
for the various qualities that emanate from speech, music, and other facets of
the environmental soundscapes that surround them.

Children perceive the sensory information that comes to them and use it to
make their way in the world. Perception leads to cognition, their packaging of
the auditory information they receive, and their storing and retrieving what is
useful to them while discarding the rest. Guided by parents and family mem‑
bers, and later by teachers and others, they grow to understand, appreciate and
use music‐or at least certain types of music.Through the course of their devel‑
opment, they go from hearing durations to knowing rhythm, from the rise and
fall of higher and lower pitches to full‐gauged melodies, and into the musical
realms of tonality, texture (such asharmony), style, and form. By the time of
their adolescence, young people have developed their own personal and social
subcultural preferences for the music they will listen to , perform, learn more of,
and express creatively.

The Science of Sound
Explore the science of sound so as to develop an understanding of the com‑
plexities of sound, how it is humanly heard, and what sense is made of it.
Arrange to visit the facilities of a physics or acoustics lab, or invite a special‑
ist from physics, speech and hearing, psychoacoustics, or psycholinguistics
to share ideas.

The Range of Their Feel ings
A prime feature of the interaction of teachers and students is that teachers care
n o t only about what music they teach students but also about how students
receive the music. The responses of children and youth to the musical experi‑
ences of ateacher’s carefully crafted performance sessions and listening lessons
are key to the educational process,and sothe question “How doyou feel?” hov‑
ers alongside “What do you know?” asa significant point of information. Yet
feeling is variously defined, and may imply a spectrum of responses that range
from the deeply aesthetic‐almost spiritual‐experience of music, to the
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Figure 5.1 - The hearing mechanism.
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tendency to calm them. The
musical qualities of music for
marching and dancing will vary
considerable from the qualities
of lullabies, just as the music of
a wedding is distinguished from
a funeral dirge.Music’s functions
are certainly wrapped into the
sound of the music itself, and
teachers may find themselves
designing lessons and the con ‑
t en t of performance programs
based on the character of the
music and its impact on both
their young performers and their
audiences.

Youngpeoplemake choices of
the music they listen to and even
the music they make. There are
the short-term choices, called
musicalpreferences,andthe long‑
t e r m valuing of music that is
embodied in their musical taste .

These choices andvalues are influencedby awide variety of factors that include
the characteristics of the music itselfaswell asthe variables that belong to the
individual and his or her social circumstances. Thus the acoustical properties,
complexity, referentialmeaning,andperformancequality of music canmake or
break the listener’s attention and attraction to the music.Meanwhile, the musi‑
cal choices of peers, family members,and teachers are also persuasive influences.
To complicate things further, the individual’s ownmusicalsensitivity,past expe‑
rience and training, age, personality, gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
andmemory are important in choosing one musical genre, or specificselection,
over others. Teachers do well to concern themselves n o t somuch with altering
the preferences of their students but in guiding them to experience amusical
selection, process, or genre repeatedly and in participatory ways that then clar‑
ify for them the details of its components. In this way, teachers need n o t fight
the rock, rap, and country music that so attracts young people but can instead
broaden and deepen their musical experiences for these and other genres that
are increasingly removed from the familiar.

Listening and feeling the musical sound.

Music can cause physiological changes, so that there is truly some measure,
ble eVidence of “goosebumps” and other bodily reactions that result from listen-‑
ing to music‐let alonemaking it. For teachers attuned to how the music “feels”
to their students, this isarelevantsubject for their consideration.These responses
may exist separately from deep affective feeling, although they are sometimes
enhancedby the listener’s training andexperience. Scientific measurements have
been taken of music’s effects on heart andpulse rate, galvanic skin response (the
subtle electrical charges on the surface of the skin that, whenmagnified can lead
to “sweat”), respiration rate, bloodpressure, muscular tension, bloodvolume or
density, skin temperature, gastric motility (or stomach constrictions), oxygen in
the blood, and hormonal secretion. These physiological changes are what some
refer to asthe “human passion” for the music, and yet there seems to beno cer‑
t a i n connection betweenwhat the bodyfeels andwhat themind thinks‐between
physiological reactions and psychological states. Much of the research on these
measurements has n o t been able to verify that particular musical characteristics
will cause predictable bodilyeffects, and students canno t becounted on to share
Similar phySical feelings on hearing the music. Still, it is clear that there are pow‑
erful Visceral effects to music’s presence.

Pumped-Up by Music
(
Discuss a conversation overheard between middle school students on
mu5Ic’s physrological effects. What music has been known to “shake you
up physncally? Can a teacher ever facilitate such an experience? Is the expe‑
rience ever socnal and connected to performing or listening with others, or
ISIt personal and singular?
Sixth-grade student A: Whenever I hear that song, I get so pumped.
Sixth-grade student B: You mean your heart gets pumped up with music?
Sixth-grade student C: i think she means her heart beats faster. That hap‑
pens to mewith all my favorite songs. And I breathe faster on the fast
songs, too.

Sixth-grade student A: Yeah, that’s what i mean. Even when l'm not think‑
ing about it, music does something to my body, to my insides, and I
can’t really explain it.

Sixth-grade student B:Well, for me, most of the music I know is just about
feeling better. Because I do, when I hear it.

Sixth-grade student C: l would say that there’s just the right music, the
right songs that match mymoods‐every one of them.

THE RANGE OF THEIR F E W
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Developmental Schemes
Over time, asbabies become toddlers and aspreschoolers become schoolchild‑
ren, their abstract, internal representations of knowledge about music evolve.
These developmental schemes include children’s grasp of melody and rhythm
and are ways that cognitive psychologists use to explain the refinement of their
musical understanding and skills. One example is the way children develop a
frame that shapes their conceptionandperformanceof songandsinging.Young
preschool singers will hear asong that initiates their learningof it: first singing
a song’s “outline” or general shape into which rhythm and amelodic c o n t o u r
are progressively incorporated, then graduating to the particular pitches of the
melody, and eventually perceiving tonality that reaches across the individual
phrases to tie the song together in a musically sensible manner. Schemes are
likebuildingblocks of knowledge that change aschildrenassimilate new objects
and events, and they are developmental in that they are age-related. The song
frames of a three-year-old are filled in, so that by the age of five the child may
well have arepertoireof songs that sound like the standardnursery rhymes and
children’s songs of the culture. As children grow, they become more capable of
discerning the pitch and rhythm content of the songs they sing, and thus they
can use their developmental schemes n o t only to make sense of the music that
comes to them but to express themselves musically. Children produce (sing)
onlyaswell asthey perceivemusic,and the singingof evenasimple song requires
the perceptual skills of melodic and rhythmic discrimination, and memory for
t ones and rhythms.
Children’s melodic development is notable both perceptually and conceptu‑

ally. In their first four years, they develop the ability to recognize familiar songs
based upon the dimensions of melodic c o n t o u r and rhythm. From their
ent rance into kindergarten ( i f n o t sooner), children are able to conceptualize
aspects of pitchandmelody ashighand low,upwardanddownward‐although
it may be the task of the teacher to define and clarify any confusion of te rms.
In the primary grades, children can identify discrete aspects of pitch motion
such assteps, leaps, and repeated tones, and by third to fourth grade they can
recognize melodic sequences. As children reach the age of t e n and eleven, they
are building concepts of scale and mode. Their greater sensitivity to the com‑
ponents of melody occurs through their sense of discovery andexperimentation
that is both natural and guided.
The rhythmic development of children begins in the womb with the sound

of the mother’s heartbeat and continues in their infancy asthey rhythmically
sway, rock, and bounce in their cribs and creches (and in the arms and on the
laps of their parents and caregivers). Children vocalize and perform dance-like

DEVELOPMENTAL SCHEMES I
I

movemen t s i n irregular and gradually more regular rhythms in their early child‑
hood, and by the age of three to four years they are tapping in time to a re u‑
lar pulse and replicating short rhythmic patterns. Beat competence is typicagll
internalizedbyfirst grade, asis children’s capacity to distinguish fast from slovi:
tempos, and long from short rhythms. They can perceive “getting faster” and
“getting slower,” too, and they grow from beat competence to perceiving and
performing subdivisions of the beat by the age of eight or nine. Metric group~
ings are felt by children asearly asthree or four years, but asthey reach third
or fourth grade, they are sufficiently experienced that they can recognize and
even conduct various meters . Much of children’s rhythmic development is tied
to their m o v e m e n t sensibilities, just asthey develop their melodic understand‑
ing through experiences in song.
As children grow their awareness of pitch and duration into a full-fledged

understandingof melody and rhythm, they also ma t u r e to the stage of reading
andwritingwhat they hear andcan perform.Notational literacy isavalued tech‑
nique which comes with formal lessons in music at school and in private s t u ‑
dio Situations. Too often, however, symbols are thrust upon children prior to
their ability to discriminate musical concepts and the fine gradations of pitch
sets and rhythmpatterns. Childrenwho havehadampleexploratory experiences
in music are able to comprehend the notation that represents specific sounds
and sets. Ideally, the earlier the experiences, the smoother the transition from
aural images to their symbolic representation. Even asnotation is introduced
whether in first, second,or third grade (seldomearlier and rarely later), the sonic
experiences of listening and responding to the music help to clarify the mean‑
i n g of the symbols.

Natural or Nurtured?
Much of what young people can do musically is a part of their natural devel‑
opment, and yet musical skills and understandings are taught and learned
too. Which is which? Enumerate qualities of musicianship that are innate and
not affected by training and education, and those that are enhanced bythem.

Bythe time children graduate from elementary school, they are on their way
to further adventures in music through their adolescent years. If they have had
strong and positive musical experiences at home and a thoroughgoing educa‑
tion at school (or training in private lessons), they may continue their musical
involvement in middle andhighschool. For some, adolescence is atime to catch
up and surge ahead on skills for singing, playing instruments, listening analyt‑
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ically, reading musical notation, and learning to express themselves as com ‑
posers and improvisers.At ages twelve or thirteen, and in the years beyond that,
they are at the stage of truly understanding the expresswe nuances of music.
They can more easily produce the dynamic shadings, the rubatos,‘and the a r t i c ‑
ulatory subtleties of the music they perform. The logic of muSical structures
become clear to them, too, so that they are able to make sense of the m u 5 1 c they
perform and will compose. Of course, some will drop o u t of formal music
instruction when it becomes their choice to do so, even though m u S i c c o n t i n ‑
ues to bemeaningful to them aspart of their personal identity and amarker of
their membership in asocial group. Others will continue to develop their m u S i ‑

cianship in electivemusical courses, and the extent of their effort and t i m e spent
at practice will determine the level of their musical accomplishment.

Theories of Learning and Teaching
Nearly all music experiences in school and outside it revolve around theories of
learning, teaching, and instruction. Theories derived from the research of psy‑
chologists and educators can enhance the instructional practice in classrooms
and ensembles, since they help to explain how young people learn and how
teachers maximize their learning through various processes. All theories of
instructionconsist of instruction (aset of events providedby the teacher), learn‑
ingprocessesof the student (includingattention,perception,memory,rehearsal,
recognition and recall), and learningou t comes (the student’s demonstration of
verbal information, intellectual skills, m o t o r skills, cognitive strategies, and a t t i ‑
tudes). Theories direct the music teacher in providing appropriate and well‑
organized instruction that fits the needs of the learners, offering direction for
initiatingattention to the learning task, providingsteps through which the task
is learned and remembered, and suggesting ways the learner may demonstrate
that learning has occurred. Teaching without theories in mind is like driving
into new territory without a road map. Theories provide direction and frame‑
works, even though each m u s t beadapted to aparticular con tex t . There are the‑
ories of teaching and learning that are relevant to the practices of music
classrooms in elementary and secondary schools, including those classified and
groupedaccording to their emphasis on stage development,modes of represen‑
tation, socialization, reinforcement, constructivism, learningstyles,and i n s t r u c ‑
tion. Samples from these theory groups are briefly described below.
The stage development theory of Swiss biologist Jean Piaget is one of the

m o s t influential frameworks for the study of age‐related changes of intellectual

growth of children from infancy to adolescence. Asaclassic model of cognitive
development, it is grounded in the precepts of organization, the tendency of
individuals to integrate all their personal and social experiences into a struc‑
tured system, andadaptation, the development of this system through the inter‑
action by individuals with and investigationof the environment. Four stages of
thinking occur in Piaget’s cognitive model, each of which is characterized by
new learning in the form of assimilations and accommodations: (1)sensorimo‑
t o r (frombirth to t w o years of age), learning through m o t o r activity and direct
sensory experience; (2) preoperational (two to seven years), learning through
actual events and the manipulationof objects, notingthe consequences of these
events and manipulations and internalizing them for future use, thus trans‑
forming stimuli to symbols; (3) concrete operations (seven to elevenyears), clas‑
sifying objects in concre te and systematic ways, and discovering relationships
among them; (4) formal operations (from eleven years to adulthood), learning
abstractly using logic and deductive reasoning. Stage three, the period extend‑
ing from grades t w o to five, is a turning point due to the emerging concept of
conservation, which refers to children’s ability to recognize objects asunaltered
in spite of possible rearrangements. The classic example of conservation is the
conserving child’s judgment of glasses of t w o different shapes or sizes ashold‑
ing the same am o u n t of water, while amusical illustration is a child’s identifi‑
cation of the general invariance of t w o melodies despite the fact that one is
performed in major and the other in minor modality. The essence of Piaget’s
stage development theory is in its puzzling‐out the simple-to-complex learning
that evolves in the maturation of the child. Piaget’s final stage begins at the
onse t of adolescence, when sophisticated conceptual thinking is possible.
Harvard psychologist Jerome Bruner centered the development of educa‑

tional theory around the importance of mental structure in learning and its
transfer to other situations and concepts. He drew attention to the readiness
which children have for learningatvarious age levels, the na t u r e of intuition as
important to children’s immediate apprehensionof anideaand its balancewith
analytical thinking, and the importance of motivation‐the desire to learn. His
modes of representationhavebeen found useful to teachers, asthey design their
delivery of information to Students in one of three modes: enactive, through a
set of actions; iconic, through images;and symbolic, through abstract cons t ruc ‑
tions that gobeyondwhat is immediatelyperceptible in the environment. These
modes are illustrated in a process for learning to read music notation, where
children may begin with body movements to represent the highs and lows of a
melodic c o n t o u r (enactive), proceed to line graphs to trace these con t ou r s
(iconic), and graduate to the readingandwriting of notation itselfon the staff
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(symbolic). These modes are typically dependent upon the age of the learner,
but are also successfully applied to the learningof concepts that are new to s t u ‑
dents of various maturational levels. See Figure 6.2 for acomparison of Piaget’s
and Bruner’s theories. ‘
In his theory of socialization, the Russian social psychologist Lev Vygotsky

established the adult,whether parent or teacher, asthe primary influence in the
social process of bringing the child into encounters with a set of valued intel‑
lectual concepts. The adult transmits these concepts, including mu51c, to the
child, and participates in the child’s discovery and manipulatlon of the mus1c
to beacquired. Cultural “signs” such asverbal comments and fac1al expressmns
are communicated by the adult to the child asindication of approval of appro‑
priate learningbehaviors aswell asreinforcementof specificelements of anexpe‑
rience. These signs draw children into knowing their soc1al group and their
culture (such astheir musical culture) while also shaping their understanding
of the cultural object (such asthe music).Asyoung learners grow in ownership
of asong or amusical principle, they become familiar aswell with the elements
of the musical tradition. Vygotsky’s theory extends to the interaction of experts
and novices in learning situations, such that at any age, including amongChll‑
dren andadolescents, there are always more experienced learners who can i n t e r ‑
ac t with less experienced learners in grappling with concepts and skills. Thus,
teachers may bring together one student who i s skilled o n a n i n s t r u m e n t o r i n
note-reading to help another student learn these skills.

+BHEHH PflINl 5.4 All ThatTheory

Discuss an exchange heard between two teachers on the merits of the ideas
of two psychologists, Lev Vygotsky and B. F. Skinner, on getting children to
make the most out of their music class. What further ideas might you offer
the teacher who is having “a hard time” that is in line with theories of instruc‑
tion and learning?

Teacher A: I am having a really hard time with that third-grade general
music class. They simply will not settle down.

Teacher B: What‘s your reward system?
Teacher A: You mean that old Skinnerian stuff? Are you serious?
Teacher B: Yep. And what about the Vygotsky trick, pairing more experi‑
enced and less experienced kids in collaborative projects?

Teacher A: You are serious. Maybe there is something to all that theory
stuff.

Teacher B: Works for me.

A B
Piagetian Stages i” Brunerian Modes
sensorimotor I ‘ enactive
( <2 years) actions

preoperational iconic
(2-7 years) ’ images

formal operations ; symbolic
( > 11years} notation

Figure 5.2 - Piagetian developmental stages and Brunerian learning modes.

Reinforcement theory is the culmination of decades of experimentation in
behavioral psychology, the offering of American psychologist B.F. Skinner. An
outgrowth of earlier theories of Pavlov,Watson, Guthrie, andThorndike, Skin‑
ner’s operant conditioning is at the core of behavioral change, including learn‑
ing. The premise of operant conditioning, or reinforcement theory, is that
behaviors that are reinforced are likely to recur. A three-part instructional
process occurs asmanifestation of all learningbehavior: astimulus is presented
to the learner,which triggers a response by the learner, which is then followed
by the presentation of another stimulus to reinforce the response. Thus,
stimulus-response-stimulus is the kernel,or process, that undergirds behavioral
change. Stimuli operating in the environment, including the verbal and nonver‑
bal approval of a teacher, have an impact on the learningbehaviors of students,
so that the teacher’s smiles and positive commen t s are likely to maintain or
increase the accuracy and refinement of their singing and playing skills. Along
with the shapingof performance skills and academic knowledge, reinforcement
theory is also the basis of the classroom management system called behavior
modification. This classic system of keeping students on task by contingent
rewards‐fromsmiles to sta rs andfrom free-choice to field trips‐for goodbehav‑
ior has been heavily employed by teachers at all levels, in all venues.

As Easyas1-2-3

Continuous interactions between teachers and students mean continuous
opportunities to observe the stimulus-response-stimulus behavioral sequence.
In a typical classroom setting, the teacher provides information, or a ques‑
tion, or a cue to perform (the first stimulus); students respond to that infor‑
mation (the response); and the teacher provides feedback by way of a
comment, a gesture, or a facial expression that offers approval or disapproval
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THEORIES OF LEARNING AND TEACHING 1b

gear their instructionalpractice to both “brains” becauserapidandcomplex com- _
munication between the t w o hemispheres is likely to enhance overall learning.
Asecond theory of learningstyles concerns learningmodalities; it claims that

the learner’s mO S t efficient processing of information rests in one of three sen‑
sory channels: visual, auditory, or tactile/kinesthetic. Visual learners absorb

(the second stimulus). Sometimes, the sequence is incomplete, consisting
of only the first two steps, but it is the teacher’s response that solidifies the
exchange and then leads to further sequences. In some circumstances, a
lead student may provide the first stimulus, followed by responses by other

, students and/or the teacher, and then feedback by the lead student. Take
“it: five minutes in various instructional settings to record the frequency of this

behavioral sequence, including “who” and “what” details of the behavior. See
the example in Figure 6.3 and expect that many exchanges of this sort are
rapid and multiple, even in a short period.

Setting: Ninth Grade Band (1 teacher, 40 students; warm-ups)

Stimulus , Response Stimulus

Constructivism is a process of learning that results from the reconstruction )
of principles of a subject by students themselves, allowing them to shape their T i S T
experiences into new information that is both relevant andmeaningful to them. “Anyone who still i Nods meaning "no" “Great. Glad you're
American psychologist-educator DavidJonassen is among the proponents of needs th§TUSi°rPn , SOorganized!"
this theory of instruction,which directs attention away from the teacher to the I . yi 7 L i
student asactive seeker of ideas from multiple sources. Teachers act asfacilita‐ Who T S T
tors, providing environments that are conducive to learning, and standing by What “Let‘s la SI I Pl ' ' u I p
but also stepping aside so that students may engage in experiences that lead to i; i but very sileatd‘y‘iy aymg begins ‘33::iglnfite: ..
the acquisition of principles, skills, and understandings. Constructivism is ,‘ ; Ah-1-2-3-and . . ." (cue) ; y 99ng '
behind the student-led evaluations of their vocal and instrumental perform‐ i m ‘ H ' ‘ :
ances, and their choices of what to improve through student-led rehearsals that i ‘ 1,
work o u t “the kinks” and lead to musical interpretations that they can call their it; Who s T I S

What i “Can we take the “Sure, how about 1 “That would be
g tempo a lIttle faster?" like this?" Taps his , good."

baton on the stand.
own. A constructivist approach is also at work in the experimentation by chil‑
dren with instruments and musical motifs in small-group collaborations that

‘ lead to their collective compositions. The learningprocess is less restrictive and
more personally meaningful than many others, and it is the teacher’s frame‑
works at the sta r t and guideposts along the way that ensure the acquisition of
- knowledge and skills by students.

The human personality is complex, and students have many individual dif‑
ferences, so their various learning styles call for many instructional strategies.

%Who T i s ‑

“OK. Let’s go. Playing begins ‑
Ah-1-2-3-and . . ." (cue) ;

Among theories that have inspired teaching tailored to learning styles is the « Who S i T
notion of hemispheric specializations (popularly referred to as“split brain the- i I Wh “ _ I H an s
cry”) and the spectrum of learningmodalities. For several decades, interest has ’ v at Myreed '3Ch'pped‘ 02:;Get “Other ._"OK."
been directed to the different but complementary tasks of the brain’s right and ‘ 7 if ‘1 ‘ '
left hemispheres. Cognitive psychologists have referred to cerebral dominance, I y
suggesting that some individuals are “left-brain convergent” thinkers who Who '_T s T
respond better to verbal, sequential, and linear processing, while others are What i “Let’s start again. : Playing begins “Pretty good."
“right‐brain divergent” thinkers who are inclined toward nonverbal, spatial‑
visual, and simultaneous processing. While there may be inclinations for indi- ,
viduals to prefer one learning style more than another, teachers have tended to FIgure 5-3 ‘ BehaViOl'al sequence in band Practice.

Ah-1-2-3-and . . ." (cue) g i
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THEORIES OF LEARNING AND TEACHING EV

Instructional theories take into accoun t the interactions of teachers and
learners in the presentation and delivery of knowledge and skills. Among them
isggberggagné’s description of eight “events of instruction” or “conditions of
learning,” which offers a progression of sensory information from perception
to concept formation. Eight steps feature the behaviors of teacher and students
in successful instructional experiences: the teacher’s gaining and maintaining
of student attention; preparation for instruction; presentation of material; and
providing learningguidance; the student response to the material and learning
experience; and the teacher’s feedback on the student response, evaluation of
retention, and facilitation of the transfer of student learning to new tasks. Each
step in the hierarchy becomes increasingly complex in the interactions that
should occur between teacher and students, and the final step requires consid‑
erable ingenuity in problem-solving through the use of concepts and skills in
new experiences. The application of Gagné’s steps to music by Edwin E. Gor‑
don formed the basis of his “music-learning theory,” a sequence of perceptual
activities that graduates to greater generalization, application, and understand‑

The joy of CFaive mUSical expreSSion- ing by the student. The focus of this hierarchy is on the achievement of musi‑
cal understanding through the development of audiarion or silent hearing‐the

information by seeing, reading, and observing demonstrations; auditory learn‑
ers by orally delivered examples and directions; and kinesthetic learners by
touching, moving, and engaging in physical action. Learning modalities are
thought to berelatively stable over time, but students may grow o u t of one pre‑
ferred modality into another and to blend modalities aswell, so that teaching
becomes m o s t successfulwhen lessons involve stimulation of all the modalities.
More than m o s t theories, this one merits continuous attention by teachers in
the design of their lessons, class sessions, and rehearsals to fit the needs of their
students.
A third contribution to learningstyles isHarvardpsychologistHowardGard‑

ner’s theory of multiple intelligences. Rather than considering intelligence asa
single phenomenon that is limited in its compass, Gardner saw multiple path‑
ways for the learner’s processing of the world: linguistic, musical, logical‑
mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. He
has recently added consideration for “naturalist” and “existential/spiritual” per‑
spectives aswell. A student may find particular strength in one domain and
moremoderatecapacities in others. Eachintelligence isalearningstyle that calls
for specific instructional strategies which, when carefully considered by teach‑
ers, can make a tremendous difference in the student’s learning and develop‑
m e n t of ideas,concepts, andskills. Figure6.4 shows the threemodesof learning. Figure 6.4 . Mu|tip|e modes of learningstyles

Tactile/Kinesthetic
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ability to hear sounds that are n o t physically present. The eight levels beginwith
aural or oral reception and transmission and culminate in improvisation and
music theory asthe final t w o steps. These levels address the sequential n a t u r e
of acquiringbasicdiscriminationandmusic literacyskills,andthe useand trans ‑
fer of these skills to bringaboutmore sophisticatedpossibilities for music learn‑
ing. Like Gagné’s theory, Gordon’s model is an instructional theory that
addresses the contributions of teachers and learners in aworking classroom.

’2‘ A Series of Eight Fortunate Events
f

Observe the events of instruction that occur in diverse classroom settings,
for example, in a children’s music class, a middle school instrumental ensem‑
ble, a high school choral ensemble, and a keyboard class. Be specific about
what constitutes the event, that is, what precisely happens within the event.
See the eight events and illustrations below. Discuss modifications of the
sequence, the Circumstances of the modifications, and how they moderate
the effectiveness of the lesson.

1. Gaining and maintain attention
+ Warm-up (the band, choir, class) via scales and exercises

2. Preparing learners for instruction
'2. Describe goals and expectations for the lesson or activity

3. Presenting the material
+ Distribute new music while playing a recording of it

4. Prompting and guiding learning
+ Draw attention to passages that are predictably challenging

5. Providing conditions for response
4‘ Run through the piece together

6. Providing feedback for response
+ Comment on specific areas of needed attention
+ Offer opportunities for corrections through multiple performance
attempts '

7. Promoting and measuring retention
+ Critique and allow students to evaluate their performance

8. Enhancing transfer of learning to new tasks or information
+ Transfer concepts and skills to performance of and listening to
unfamiliar music
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Research to Practice
A veritable explosion of research within the social sciences and the health sci‑
ences has occurred in the last t w o decades on music perception, cognition, and
performance.A greater understandingof the humanbrain has led to questions
of how music is processed, how it is acquired, and how it is retained over the
long te rm . Music appears to be associated with specific regions and functions
of the brain, and this revelationhas led to scientific experimentation to discover
how and when these regions are activated. The continuing study of music and
teaching and learningbehaviors within psychology and its associated fields will
lead to the refinement of o u r knowledge of how music is heard, thought, felt,
and communicated. Systematic and sustained investigations, pairedwith theo‑
retical considerations for instructional practice, will lead to improved opportu‑
nities for young music thinkers and performers who depend upon thoughtful
andwell-prepared teachers.
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music’s psychoacoustical foundations, melodic and rhythmicperceptionand
cognition, music ability, learning, and affect.

Teaching Music to Children

Fourth-grade student to a visiting university student: My cousin doesn't have
music in her school. | feel sorry for her.

University student: Why so?
Fourth-grade student: Because you get to do fun things in music like playing
instruments and making up songs, stuff you can‘t do anywhere else.

University student: 80 you like your music class?
Fourth-grade student: Sure. Next to Fridays when we have field trips, our
music day is the best day of the week.

I 2
I

Children as a “Choice”
There are some who relish the thought of teachingmusic to children.They look
forward to the possibilities of guiding children in learning to sing in t u n e and
to dance in time. They imagine year after lively year o f creative movemen t - t o ‑
music with five-year‐old kindergarten childrenwho whirl and twirl, shuffle and
skip, stretch and “shrink” on cue. They see themselves among energetic fifth‑
grade childrenwho are old enoughat t e n years to have honed listeningandper‑
formance skills andyoung enough to beplayfulwith them. They have thoughts
of guidingchildren in their performance of multipartxylophone pieces,of lead‑
ing them in singing a wide repertoire of unison and part‐songs, of providing
them with their early analytical listening experiences in the music of Mozart
andMali, of Bach and Brazil. They understand the importance of asolid musi‑
cal education in the elementary years‐in itself, and for sendingmusically com‑
petent students onward to secondary school programs. For some who consider
music education their professional pathway, their thoughts t u r n immediately
to images of smiling children makingjoyful music.
Just the same, there are those who resist the prospect of teaching music to

children. They find the thought of working with them puzzling at best, if n o t
even pointless. Childhood is a longway from their lives, and between then and
n ow are the warm memories they hold of performing well within their high
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